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BEPALING VAN HET MOMENT VAN SLUITEN VAN DE STEMBANDEN
MET BEHULP VAN SVD

Samenvatting
Het bepalen van het moment van sluiting van de stembanden is
noodzakelijk voor een aantal toepassingen op het gebied van
spraakbewerking,
zoals spraakcodering, manipulatie van de
prosodie, en spraaksynthese. De tot nu toe voorgestelde methoden
zijn niet efficiënt en geven geen bevredigende resultaten.
Moderne bewerkingsmethoden vereisen een meer robuuste detectie
van het moment waarop de stembanden sluiten. In dit rapport
stellen we voor hiervoor een methode te gebruiken die gebaseerd
is op 'Singular Value Decomposition' (SVD). Door het invoeren
van de 'Total Least Squares' -techniek kunnen we ook de twee
andere methoden van Wong en van Strube onder een noemer brengen.
De berekening omvat slechts het berekenen van de Froebenius-norm
van de signaalmatrix, hetgeen een zeer geringe hoeveelheid
rekenwerk is vergeleken met de andere methoden, en bovendien
worden op robuuste wijze de momenten van sluiten van de
stembanden bepaald. De methode is relatief ongevoelig voor
slechte SN-verhoudingen.
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Abstract

To detect glot.t.al closure inst.ant.s bas been a necessary step in several application of speech
processing, such as speech coding, speech prosody manipulation and speech sythesis. The
proposed methods up to now are not efficient and cannot produce satisfatory detections.
Recent speech processing needs more efficient and robust glottal closure detection method.

In this paper, we propose to use the singular value decomposition (SVD) approach to detect
the glottal closure instant from the speech signal. Moreover, with the introduction of the total
least squares technique, the two main methods , proposed by Strube and Wong respectively,
are reinvestigated and unified into the SVD met.bod. This SVD method, in the end, turns
out to calculate the Frobenius norms of signa] matrices, and therefore needs much less
computation than the two methods and produces the most well-defined and reliable peaks
that indicate the glottal closu re inst.ant.s.

I.

Introduction

The process of speech production can be simplified as a source-filter model [1]. The filter can
be characterized by a linear system model [2][3]. For voiced sounds, the source is situated in the
vibrating vocal folds which modulate the air flow from the lungs and produce glottal pulses. We
refer to the vibration frequency of the vocal folcls as the fundamenta.l frequency. The unvoiced
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sound source consists of the turbulent flow form eel somewhere in the constricted vocal tract. In
this paper we will introduce a new way to detect the closure instants of the vibrating vocal folds
from the speech signa.l.
Present speech researches show a. great interest in analyzing the voice sound period by period
that is delimited by two successive instants of glottal closures. For the sake of simplicity, we
call the instants of glottal closure in speech signal the epochs. Determination of epochs plays
an important part in applications, such as in inverse glottal pulse analysis to extract speaker
characteristics[4][5] [7], prosody manipula.tions of speech sounds[6], speech synthesis and speech
coding[4] [7]. In the past decades, severa.l epoch detection methods have been proposed for the
speech signal. One such a method is to detect the discontinuities of the differentiated speech
signal. It is a simple and effective technique for very clean vowel with sharp glottal closures,
hut it is an operation like a high-pass filt er, and, of course, vulnerable to the noise excitations
in sounds like voiced frictives a11d contaminant noi se [8].
Epoch detection based on th e residu,i.l signa.! of th e LPC analysis, as is described in [9],
also ca.nnot produce relia.bl e results, beca.u es the LPC inverse filtering can give rise to other
significant pulses or predictive errors in the residu a.l tha.n those on the excitation moments . At
present, the two following metho<ls are more well known. One method proposed by Strube is to
calculate determinants of the autocovariance matrices, which can produce satisfactory detection
of the epochs. However, it is computationa.l expensive and cannot be easily normalized [10].
Another approach is proposed by Wong, Marke! and Gray, which directly makes use of the
speech production model with a clearly <lefined glottal pulse, and it defines the epoch as the
minimum of the total LPC residual energy caJcula.ted from rather short analysis frames[ll]. In
determining the total LPC residual energy over this frame, the error is smoothed and thereby
lose location resolution.
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Another group of techniques is ba.sed
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the analysis of a. long speech segment with a.n a.im of

determining the length of the pitch period and not producing epochs. Among them are the pitch
detection algorithm AMDF[12], SIFT[13], DWS[14] and SHS[15]. Discussion of these algorithms
is out of the scope of this paper.
In this paper, we propose to use the singular value decomposition (SVD) method for epoch
detection. The two main methods by Strube and Wong are unified into our approach and reinvestigated, showing a. more clear rela.tionships between the three methods. The SVD approach
shows clear advantages over the two methods in computationaJ costs and noise sensitivity. In
fact, it needs very much less computa.tions than the other two methods.
In order to clearly show the rela.tionshi p between these three methods, we introduce in
this paper the singular value decomposition technique in the next section, restate the linear
least squares method in another wa.y in section lil a.nd present the Total Least Squares (TLS)
approach in section IV, respectively. The SVD epoch detection method is proposed in the section
V. Finally, three methods are compared in Vl.

Il.

Singular Value Decomposition(SVD)

The SVD method has been used in several a.pplications of digital signal processing [16]. The
SVD of a certain data matrix, particularly a.llows a. robust separation of signal and noise and is
very effective in dealing with noisy data. In this section, we will review the SVD method and
its properties[16].
Considering a sequence of mea.surements or observation vectors, such as segments of speech
signaJs, (sn, n

= nl, nl + 1, .... ), Vectors si = (si 1 , si 2 , .. sip) is taken from this segment by shifting

a rectangle window of length p samples one sample further succesively, we can then form the
following matrix:
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S=

(1)

Sm}

For the above m xp real matrix S with m

Sm2

~

Smp

p, it is well known that there exist real orthogonal

matrices

and

such that
(2)
where

and

where

ai

are called the singular values, the superscript t denotes matrix transposition and lp is

an identity matrix of order p. The column vector u; of the matrix U is a normalized eigenvector
associated with the eigenvalue

a; of matrix S S [16].
1

In the same manner the column vector

v; is a normalized eigen vector associated with the eigenvalue

a; of matrix st S.

Equation ( 2)

is called the singula.r value decomposition (SVD ). It can also be seen that the singular value
decomposition can be obta.ined by solving the eigenvalue problem of matrix
which

ai

are called eigenvalues.
4

sst

and

sts, in

Apparently, the matrix S 1 S can be rewritten as

where

Vi

span an orthogonal space of p-dimensions.

Based on the above definition of singular value decomposition, we introduce two useful
expressions, which we need in the following discussions.
Firstly, the determinant of an autocovariance matrix 5t S easily follows that

Therefore,

(3)
This meallS that the determinant of' a.11 a11toro\·aria11ce matrix S 1 S is equal to the multiplication
of the squared singular values.
Secondly, the Frobenius norm of a matrix S is <lefined as

or

IISIIF = (trace(S 1 S)) 1 l 2
where the trace of a matrix is the sum of its diagonal elements. Tirns,

(4)
That is,
p

IISllr = (L:=a;) 112

(5)

i=l

Hence, the Frobenius norm of S is the square-root of the sum of its squared singular values.
5

III.

Linear Least Squares (LLS) solution of the filter parameters

The linear prediction technique has been very important in speech processing where linear
equations are solved in the sense of the least squares. We also call it LLS solution. The LLS
solution of the filter parameters of the speech production will be restated naw in another way
in order to show how it gives a. solution toa set of linea.r predictive equations.
The filter of the speech process is represented by a linear system[2]. It can be generally
described by the following equations:
p

Sn

= L Sn_;a; + en

(6)

i=l

where s 11 denotes the nth sample of a speech wave,

en

is the nth sample of an excitation

wave or noise, and a, the ith predictor coefficient.
To represent the above linear equa.tions in a matrix form, the prediction equations can be
rewritten as follows

Sp+l
Sp+2

Sp

Sp+l

Sp-1

1

ep+l

-a1

ep+2

-a2

ep+3

SJ

S2

Sp

The above equa.tions can be equivalently written as:
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(7)

1

Sp-1

0

0
0

(8)

0

The least squares solutions of the above equation is equivalent to that of the following equation:

where E =

Li~J ef

E

O 0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

-ai

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

}

=

0

(9)

0

represents th e LP C residu al energy, 'Il = S 1 S stands for the autoco-

variance matrix of S a nd S stands for th e left-h a nd ma trix of equation ( 7), which we will call
predictive matrix. let

w- 1

re present. th e i11 ve rse matrix of W and

and

where

1Pi

are called column vectors. Then,

(10)

and
l]J •

'I/J 1 = d i ag( 1, 0, 0, ... , 0)
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(11)

where • indicate the inner product of the matrices. Therefore,

E

= l/1/J11

(12)

follows from equation ( 9).
Accordingly, the LLS solutions of ( 7) is the first column 1/Ji of q,-I with diagonal noise
covariance matrix IÎ1

= diag(l/'I/J 11 , 0, 0 ... 0), where 1/J11

is the first diagonal element of q,-I and

('Il - IÎ1)1/J1 = 0. This obviously follows from the definition of the inverse of a matrix. This LLS

solution implies that only the first colunlll of S is modified under the least squares constra.ints,
while all other columns are kept uncha11ged, which is illustrated by equation ( 8). This means
that only the first column of Sis influenced by the residuals en, which contain excitations, noises
and deviation parts of a linear model.
In speech signal s, however, all the data in the matrix S could be contaminated by the noise.

In addition, the same elements in the first column of the matrix S occur in other columns and
they should also be changed. Even in pitch synchronous speech analysis[4)[5], the glottis closed
portions of speech that are often considered excitation free deviate from the linear model because
of noise and nonlinearity. It is unrealistic to modify the first column only in order to fit the
linear production model. As far as only the way in which equation ( 7) is solved is concerned,
it is therefore more reasonable to modify all elements of the matrix S. The total least squares
method that aims to modifying all the elements wil! be introduced in the next section.

IV.

The Total Linear Squares (TLS) method

The SVD method also provides another new way for identifying linear relations from noisy data.
Basically, the noisy data imply an uncertainty in the identification of these linear relations,
which means that the solution is non-uniquc. In practice, a unique solution is obtained by
imposing additional constraints on the probl em, such as least squares, maximum likelihood and
8

Il-norm, etc. As a. matter of fact, the data matrix must be modified to meet the requirements
of the constra.ints. These constra.ints are used, because they approximately meet the physical
requirements and produce nice mathematica! solutions. The linear least squares method of the
previous section is awel! known one. Herefrom we will introduce a Total Least Squares method
that is based on the SVD technique.

In the Total Linear Squares technique[l 7], not only one column of the data matrix is modified,
hut all the data columns are also perturbed in order to obta.in a solution. Let
matrix and the
matrix S into

IIS-SIIF be perturbation energy.

S such

S be a perturbed

The TLS solution is then obtained by modifying

that the following equations

p

S,i =

L s,. _;a;

(13)

i=l

or

Sp+l

sp

sp-1

s1

1

0

sp+2

Sp+l

sr

.S2

-a1

0

s,,+3

s,,+2

Sp+I

s3

-a2

0

(14)

0

are an exactly solvable set of linear equations and the perturbation energy is minimized.
For

CTp+l

f::. 0, the matrix Sis of rank p+l. In order to obtain a solution, that is to say, the

equation ( 14) is exactly solvable, the equa.tions of ( 14) must be consistent and thus the rank of

S must

be p. Thus, the matrix S must be modified into

energy is minimîzed. Evidently, if we choose that

g

S in

such a way that the perturbation

and

where the smallest eigenvalue

op+I

is made 0, then eigenvector

Vp+I

associated with

op+I

is an

unique solution vector of equation:

and

with

115 - .S'Ii = Op,
which shows th a t every column of Si s per t urb ed. The singular value

op

represents the minimum

perturbation energy. The solution can be scaled such that

where v1 ,p+I is t he first element of vector

Vp +J .

Extensive simulations on num eri cal exa mpl es of se veral application areas show that the total
least squares solution is always closer to th e> exac t solution than is any LLS solution[l 7]. Detailed
discussions can also be found in [17]. Here we are only interested in the smallest singular value,
which represents the minimum perturbation energy and has the same characteristic as the LPC
residual energy

V.

Le;.

The new epoch detection based on SVD

The epoch determination from speec h signal is based on the fact that there are strong and abrupt
changes of the glottal flow at the in st a nts of glott al closures, which excite the vocal tract. A
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vocal tract is approximately a time invariant linear system of short time duration. When the
system parameters are well estimated, its excitation should be small in the glottis open regions
and big at glottal closure instants. The separation of the source and the system by using the
popular LPC method strongly relies on the shape of the glottal pulse, and does not work well in
some cases, such as in female and children 's voice sounds. Because the error of the LPC analysis
there are often more than one impulses at a closure instant in the LPC residuals as is already
mentioned previously. Then epoch detection by <letecting those impulses in the residual often
fails.
Strube explored a. epoch det.ection method tliat determines the epochs from the maxima of
determinant of the autocovariance matrix fon11ed from the speech signa!. In the closed glottis
segment, the value of the determinant is small because prediction and thus the linear dependence
is especially good. The value of the determinant. as a function of the tempora! position of the
segment should reflect the glottal pulses.
However, Wong, et al. make use of the total LPC residual energy

I: ef

calculated from

equation ( 9) of the short analysis interval of the speech signa!, which is sequentially obtained
from covariance analysis. This LPC resi<lual energy is determined by means of the LLS method
as in introduced in section III [11]. They claimcd that the minimum of the normalized total
squared error offers a theoretically more precise measure for locating the instant of glottal closure
and opening. In their paper, the glottal pulses and the vocal tract system are very well defined,
which, however, differs from natura! speech.

Kuwabara has shown some exceptions of this

method, in which the total squared error as a function of time appears noisy and the minimums
are ill-defined[5].
As is stated in the sections II, the vaJue of the determinant of the covariance matrix is equal
to the square of the products of all singular va.lues of S, in which the smallest value is decisive.

Also, the smallest singular value represents the perturbation energy in TLS method and has a
meaning similar to the total squared error. If the perturbation energy is small, which is the case
when matrix contains no glottal pulses, then the small modification is needed. If the predictive
matrix contains glottal pulses, the perturba.tion energy should be much larger.

Hence, the

perturbation energy will show the occurrence of the glottal pulses. The glottal pulses aften have
steeper slopes while the vocal folds close than while they start to open. Therefore, when the
analysis interval is shifted into glottal pulse interval, the perturbation energy will increase and
reach a maximum, thereafter it will decrease sl1arply as the a.nalysis interval leaves the glottal
pulse interval.
Therefore, with regards to such similarities between the perturbation energy of the predictive matrix and the predictive residual energy, a11d the relationship between the value of the
autocovariance matrix and singular values of the predictive matrix, It can be seen that bath
Strube's and \Vong's method will be incorprate<l into calculating singular va.lues of the predictive
matrices.
What is more important is, that all si11gular va lues show the occurrences of the glottal pulses
as is demonstrated in Fig. 1 ( a) and ( b ). These singular values are calculated from a synthetic
vowel with impulse excitations and a natural Dutch vowel that are displayed on the bottom of
the figure, and they are scaled for display aml ordered such that the smallest singular value is
displayed on the top of the figure. I t can be seen that, all singular values demonstrate maxima
when the analysis interval just come across the excitations. This is because each singular value
represents a perturba.tion energy in different order of approximation, which have a meaning
similar to the sma.llest singula.r vaJue. For example, the largest singular value shown just above
the speech waveform represents the largcst perturbation energy when the solution of equation
( 14) is chosen such tha.t the perturba.tio11 energy is maximized. However, the peaks or maxima of
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la.rger singula.r va.lues are more evident and th e curve of the smallest singula.r value becomes flat
nea.r the maxima(see fig l(a.)). Consequently, the curve of the sum of all squared singular va.lue
should also show the occurrences of the pitch pulses and to determine the maxima. from the curve
can be a. very promi sing technique. The maxima. indica.te the end of the excita.tion, which has a.
shift to the right. The distance of the shift is equa.l to the number of the prediction equa.tions,
and those equations are perturbed. In other words, a. ma..ximum a.ppears when excita.tion point
just enters the first row of the predictive matrix, such as when sp+l in equa.tion ( 14) is an
excita.tion point , and when th e an alysis int erval shifts further, there will be fower rows of the
predictive matrix th at cont ain s t he excitation point , th en the perturba.tion energy will decrease.
To overcome the di savantages of th e mention ed two methods by Wang and Strube, the
a.uthors propose to ma ke use of th e sum of all squ ared singular value, which is equivalent to
calcula.ting the Frob enius norm of th e predicti ve mat rix (see section Il) , to determine the glottal
closure instant , in stead of ca.lcul a.tin g th e produ cts of a.11 singular values or the smallest singula.r
valu e. So the redu ct.i o11 in compu tat ional casts is ma.inl y du e to the fa.et tha.t only the Frobenius
norm of the predictive mat rix needs to be ca lcul atcd. Figure 2 (a) shows, from top to bottom, the
results of Wong's method , Stru be's method , th e SVD method , the electroglotta.l wa.veform and
speech signa.l. In the sa.me ma nner, figure 2 (b) shows , frorn top to bottom , the results of Wong's
method , Strube's method, the SVD method, differentia ted glotta.l pulse wa.veform and speech
signal. The speech signa.Is were sa.mpled at 10 KHz sampling frequency, and preemphasized with
a filter (1 - 0.9z- 1 ). The a.nalysis interval was 30 samples long and the order (p+l) was 10.
The ana.lysis interval should ha.ve a length shorter tha.n a pitch period and order is a.bout 10.
lt can been seen from the figures that th e SVD method produces much more clear pea.ks
at the glottal closure in stan ts , because in th e sum of th e singular values the larger singula.r
va.lues are more decisive . Also, thi s new techniqu e has clear adva.nta.ges over Strube's and
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Wong's method in computational cost and noise sensit.ivity because it only needs to calculate
the Frobenius norm of a ma.trix.
Moreover, It can be seen now that, Strube's method is from the logarithm of the products
of all its singular values, and Wong's method is quite close to that of calculating the smallest
singular value. We will compare these three methods in detail in the next section.

VI.

Discussion and examples

The LPC production model is only an a.pproxima.t.ion of the speech production system. The
LLS and the TLS are two wa.ys to solvP t.l1<> predictioll equa.tions. The TLS method is more
reasona.ble, because there is illfiunce of a.lways noise or glottal pulse even in the closed glottis
portion of speech sounds. It has bee!l us0d

a.,;

our basis to unify two different approaches and

the proposed new method. lil the previous sections, the relations between the methods have
been established. Clearly, both the total LPC residual energy and the smallest singular value as
a function of time looks noisy (see Fig. 1 ), Applications of the farmer method have given some
difficulties [4][5]. However, the SVD approach produces a very smooth curve with well-defined
maxima.
Another advantageous aspect of the a.uthor's method is its computation efficiency, because it
only needs to calcula.te the Frobenius norm of the matrix directly instead of really calculating the
singular values or the determinant. ln the sequential analysis, the Frobenius norm is obtained by
adding a square sums of a new row to a.11d subtra.ct the the square sums of the first row from the
matrix. The amounts of computations is very rnuch less tha.n that of the other two methods, and
it is easy to implement. So, both the expensive computation of the value of the autocovarince
determinant and the covaria.nce a.na.lysis of V/ong's method can be avoided. In addition, the
products of the noisy singular va.lues, concept.ually, produce a more noisy waveform, whereas
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the sum of the same noisy data can re<luce the noise cffects.
Moreover, we have mathematically and clearly shown the relation between Strube's method
to the LPC model and the essence of the methods becomes more clear. We clarify that, although
linear dependent rows or columns make the determinant zero, linear independence does not mean
a large value of a determinant. In addition, there never exist exact linear relations in the speech
signa! and thus the smaJlest singular value ca.nnot be zero.
Note that Strube use the logarithmic value of the determinant to determine the epochs. The
logarithm of the products of the singular values is equal to the sum of the singular va.lues on
logarithmic scale. The author's method is to adel all squared singular values on a linear scale.
Fig. 3, which contains a, b, c, d and e, five panels, give the results of these three methods fora
synthetic vowel /u/, natura! Dutch vowel /i/,

/a/,

/u/ and /a/. In each panel, the curve 1,2 and

3, respectively represent the results of Wong's, Strube's method and the SVD approach, from top
to bottom. The speech signa.Is was sampled at 10 KHz sampling frequency and preemphasized
with a digital filter (1 - o.9z- 1 ). The analysis interval of length of 30 samples was shifted in
time, and the number of singular va.lues was 10.
For the synthetic vowel, curve 1 from thf' SVD approach shows very clearly-defined peaks at
the impulse excitation instants. However, curve :2 and 3, which respectvely represent the results
of Wong's and Strube's methods, show no peaks, hut clear transitions at the excitation instants.
The results for vowel /i/ also exhibit that curve 3 has distinct maxima, hut curve 1 is a
little noisy and curve 2 has higher secondary peaks at glottal open instants(see Fig 3 (b)). In
the same manner, the SVD approach produces very distinct peaks at glottal closure instants
and a quite lower secondary peaks that can be easily distinguished from the main excitation
points for vowel

/a/,

/u/,/a/ (see fig 3 (c),(d) and (e)). However, Strube's method gives higher

secondary peaks for these vowels, and Wong's method appears noisy for all vowels, and produces

an unacceptable result for vowel

/11/.

In brief, the new method produce:; the most well defined peaks that indicate the glottal
closure instant and lower secondary peaks that can be easily distinguished from the main peaks,
which can be used to detect the secondary excitations that correspond to the glottal open
instants.

VII.

Application to sentences

In the preceeding section, examples have been given to manifest the advantageous aspects of the
SVD rnethod for detecting glottal closure instants. In those exarnples, short stationary speech
segrnents are used and the peaks produced by the SVD rnethod in figure 3 are easy to pick out by
using a proper threshold. However. speech is a dynamic process. It contains transient segrnents
and its short tinw <'ll<'rgy changes drast.irally. In order to select the peaks by using threshold
rnethod, two schemes can be used . One is to use adaptive threshod, and another is to normalize
the curve and then to select peaks from il. Wong have made use of the normalized residual
energy in his glotal closure instant method[ll] . However, Strube has failed to normalize the
curves from the values of the signa! determinants and to use an adaptive threshold secheme[lO).
Because the Frobenius norm has the sa.me dimension as signa! energy, so it can be easily
norrnalized by using a measure of energy. However, the adaptive threshold is utilized here, and
it is actually a process of normalization. The adaptive thresholds have a dimension of energy.
The secondary peaks can be deleted before the glottal closure instants are marked. Note the
value of the signa! determinant in [10] does not have a dimension of energy. Also, the voiced
segments of speech signals are considen,•d approximately stationary in a short time duration,
for example, in 10 ms[2], so the short time energy of speech signals should produce a smooth
waveform and then the threshold can be adapted srnoothly.
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In application to sentences, a long interval of L samples is used to calculate the short time
energy Ei, and the Frobenius norm Ep is calculated from a short interval of M samples. The
short interval is located in the middle of the long interval in order to avoid using lower threshold
in voice onset regions and higher threshold in voice offset regions. So, the average energy per
sample can be obtained, i.e.

and

L'r =

Er..f N,

where N is the number of elements in the predictive matri x. Therefore, the following algorithm
can be implemented to select pea.ks. i.e.
if (ÊF - /3Ê1 > 0) then result := sqrt(Êp - /3Êi) else result := 0.
where sqrt represents square root operation and /3 is a. sca.le factor to change the threshold.
Note that the long interval a.verage Ê 1 is lcss or equaJ to the maxima of the short interval average

ÊF in the above algorithm . Because Ê1 changes much more smoothly than ÊF, the algorithm
does not displace the peaks. Of cource, the followi11g a.lgorithm can also be used:
if (ÊF - /3Ê1p > 0) then result := sqrt( Êp - /3Ê1p) else result := 0.
where the Êtp is the value of where ( Êp - t3 Ê1) is just greater than O before one peak occurs.
Fig.4 illustrates the above algorithm. Tirns. the threshold is constant in the selected peak regions
and the peaks are not distorted.
As we know, it is difficult to to choose a proper threshold strategy. Generally, we choose

f3

= l.

For most of the voice sound it produces satisfatory results. Howere, in some parts, it also

selects secondary excitations, which correspond to the glottal opening instants. These secondary
excita.tion insta.nts can be ea.sily deleted by considering tha.t they have smaller amplitude than
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the peaks nearest to them and they are seriously deviated from the global pitch or long-term
pitch period measured by, for example, DWS method [14].
Fig. 5 (a) shows the results obtained from a sentence, "Do you require any further transaction?", which is uttered by a female and fig. 5 (b) shows the result from the same sentence, hut
uttered by a male. For the male voices, the length of the long interval is 100 samples, the length
of the short interval is 30 samples, order of the predictive matrix p + l is 12, and (3

= l.

For the

female voices, only the length of the lon g i nterva.l is changed to 70 samples because of its higher
pitch period. It can be seen tha.t well-defin ed peaks clearly indicate the glottal closure instants
in the voiced regions. However, unvoiced segm ents, in which no glottal closure is defined, can
be marked by a voiced-unvoiced decision.

VIII.

Conclusion

In summary, we have unifi ed Strub e's and Wong's method for detecting the glottal closure
instants. Moreover, a 11ew techniqu e is proposed in wlii ch only the Frobenius norm of the linear
predictive matrix is computed. Three rn ethod s a re unifi ed by the introduction of the total least
squares technique a nd th e esse nce of th e method s hecome much clearer. The determination
of the glottal closure instant by cakulat ing the Frobenius norm of the matrix of the speech
signa! shows clear advantages over Strub e's an Wong's approaches in computational efficiency
and noise sensitivity. The new metho<l produces much more well defined peaks than the other
methods, which indicate the glottal closure in stants. Also, lt need very much less computations
than the other two methods. The computation of sequentially calculating the Frobenius norm
of the matix is just the sum of squared en try of t he last row of the matrix.
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Figure Captions
Fig . 1. (a). From top to bottom, 10 singular values curves obtained from a synthetic vowel
with impulse excitations, ordered, the smallest one on the top, the speech waveform on the
bottom. (b). From top to bottom, 10 singular values curves obtained from a natural vowel,
ordered, and the smallest one on the top, the speech waveform on the bottom.

Fig. 2 . From top to bottom, the results from Wong's method, Strube's method, and the

SVD method, and then the electroglottal waveform and speech wave . the peaks indicating the
glottal closure instants.

Fig. 3. Comparison of the results from Wong 's method, Strube's method, the SVD method
and speech waveforms for a synthetic vowel and for vowels / i,a,u ,aa/ in panels a,b,c ,d and e
respectively. Sample frequency l0KHz, analysis length 30 samples , degree of predictve matrix
10. all results obtained from the preemphasized speech signal with digital filter 1 - 0.9z- 1 .

Fig . 4. adaptive threshold procedure . Curve EF thresholded by curve E 1• A constant
threshold

E1p

used to avoid the distortion of the peaks.

Fig . 5 (a) and (b) . a female speech , "Do you require any further transaction?", and its
glottal closure instants indicated by peaks . (c) and (d) . a male speech, "Do you require any
further transaction?", and its glottal closure instants indicated by peaks. Sample frequency
lOKHz, analysis length 30 samples, degree of predictve matrix 12. all results obtained from the
preemphasized speech signal with digital filter 1 - 0.9z- 1 .
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